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 ►►Are you  puzzled? 

  1. You may think you’ll have to wait until you graduate 
to join a professional organization, but many as-
sociations offer ____. (2 words)

     4. Evaluations, discussions, and/or interpretations 
of primary sources, such as biographies, history 
books, and journal articles (2 words) 

10. What app helps you access journals, articles, and 
other credible sources from your library’s data-
base?

12. Gather general information from a book like an 
____.

14. Your state ____ offers lawyer referral services and 
answers general legal questions. 

17. A collection of primary and secondary sources, 
such as in encyclopedias, almanacs, and directo-
ries (2 words)

18. Most teachers and professors will not accept ____ 
as a legitimate source.

20. Who said, “Research is formalized curiosity. It is 
poking and prying with a purpose”?

     2.  A periodical or magazine published by a profes-
sional organization, society, or group (2 words)

   3.  What app helps you compare millions of products 
for local deals?

   5.  What is a family of Web feed formats used to pub-
lish frequently updated content?

   6.  A mailing list server manages ____ lists for groups 
of users.

   7. Holding membership in a professional organization 
gives you a stamp of ____.

   8. Take into account how ____ the information is, es-
pecially if you are researching a topic that changes 
often, like technology.

   9.  A ____ generally oversees a forum.
11. ____ sources were created or written during the 

time under study by someone who experienced, 
was involved, or witnessed the event.

13. Who said, “Research is creating new knowledge”?
15. Information can change in ____ on the Internet.
16. Efficient ____ practices will help make sure your 

information is accurate in your personal life.
19. What should you do when you refer to information 

you did not originate when writing a paper?
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